Erasmus mobility at the Haute École Francisco Ferrer

Aware of the importance of international and intercommunity exchanges to enhance the global
outlook of students, teachers and administrative staff members alike, the Haute École Francisco
Ferrer fully supports the Erasmus mobility dynamic in higher education.
1. Outgoing student mobility
In promoting outgoing mobility, the school provides students from all courses and from all
socioeconomic backgrounds access to mobility.
The objectives of outgoing student mobility include:
 increasing participation in mobility and creating an Erasmus mobility tradition;
 developing information about mobility, by using multiple information channels (website
and intranet, emails, Facebook, notice boards, nearby communication via course
coordinators);
 developing communication networks between mobility recipients (communication
between mobility candidates and Erasmus alumni);
 developing the partner institution network for Studies mobility;
 structuring information relating to accommodation abroad;
 creating a programme of studies in English to achieve the Haute École’s
internationalisation;
 getting the education community to participate in mobility projects, focusing on
citizenship and cooperation.
The Haute École follows trends of outgoing student requests (in particular, the large increase in
requests for Work Placement mobility), without actually overlooking the less-frequently-employed
mobility types (Studies mobility, teacher and administrative staff mobility).

2. Incoming student mobility
The objectives of incoming student mobility include:
 offering varied, studied, personalised programmes, suitable for the students;
 increasing the visibility of our hosting policy on the website to enable partner institutions to
prepare mobility for their students as best they can;
 structuring the hosting and guidance of incoming students even further;
 developing links between student associations from HEFF and incoming Erasmus students,
and joining Erasmus student hosting networks;
 communicating well with partner institutions;
 monitoring the partnership even when there are no student and teacher exchanges.

3. Incoming and outgoing teacher mobility
The objectives of teacher mobility include:
 encouraging teachers to commit to a vision of internationalisation;
 promoting incoming and outgoing teacher mobility for meetings, educational consultations
and exchanges of good practices;
 looking for new partnerships;
 making sure that outgoing teacher mobility is monitored with feedback for the rest of the
education community from one course or for the whole of the Haute École.

Human resources implemented to achieve these objectives are comprised of a team of two people in
the International Relations Office, who remain in contact with the managing school, and course
coordinators, who look after handovers closely.

Available information
 for outgoing student mobility, on the website and on ICampus:
http://www.he-ferrer.eu/haute-ecole/services-generaux/bureau-des-relationsinternationales
http://www.icampusferrer.eu/course/view.php?id=489
 for incoming student mobility, on the website: www.heferrer.eu
http://www.he-ferrer.eu/haute-ecole
http://www.he-ferrer.eu/formations
http://www.he-ferrer.eu/vie-etudiante/erasmus

